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Abstract. Management of outer edge domains is a big challenge for service 

providers due to the diversity, heterogeneity and large amount of such net-

works, together with limited visibility on their status. This paper focuses on 

the probabilistic fault diagnosis functionality developed in the MAGNETO 

project, which enables finding the most probable cause of service problems 

and thus triggering appropriate repair actions. Moreover, its self-learning 

capabilities allow continuously enhancing the accuracy of the diagnostic 

process. 
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1. Introduction 

As networks grow in size, heterogeneity, and complexity, network management 

needs to deal with incomplete management information, uncertain situations, lack 

of full visibility on network status and dynamic changes. All this is particularly 

true for outer edge domains, i.e. the point of attachment of home area networks 

(HANs). 

To address these problems, several new management approaches have been de-

veloped. Current autonomic management architectures have adapted the initial 

IBM concept [1] to enable self management of networks. For example, FOCALE 

[2] was designed with the concept of autonomic network management in mind and 

considers the additional constraint of heterogeneity of devices. Moreover, the Ge-

neric Autonomic Networking Architecture (GANA) [3] provides a framework to 

model how protocols, functions, nodes and networks can provide autonomic net-

work management. In order to deal with uncertainty, other approaches have ex-

plored the application of probabilistic techniques to network management. CAPRI 

[4] uses Bayesian Network (BN) inference [5], combined with a highly distributed 
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architecture, to conclude the cause of the observed network problems. The 

4WARD project [6] has proved the feasibility of probabilistic techniques to ad-

dress the composition of management functions in distributed architectures.  

MAGNETO [7], a project funded under the Eureka Celtic Initiative, is address-

ing the challenges described above in the particular case of Home Area Networks 

(HANs). The approach in MAGNETO is to deploy management functionality both 

inside HANs and in the ISP domain to enable distributed autonomic behavior, thus 

allowing management tasks to span different domains. The combination of shared 

autonomic management produces additional benefits – for example, if a problem 

in the access network is affecting several HANs, MAGNETO agents at the ISP are 

in a better position to properly diagnose the fault. MAGNETO addresses two main 

use cases: Service Degradation – which focuses on how a network can react to de-

gradation in the quality of a service, and Service Breakdown – which focuses on 

how a network can react to problems disrupting the delivery of a given service.  

2. Fault Diagnosis in MAGNETO 

Fault diagnosis in MAGNETO follows a distributed approach that, based on prob-

abilistic techniques, allows the system to face uncertainty. In MAGNETO, the 

possible causes of service failures (hypothesis) detected in the network and the set 

of observable network variables (symptoms) are modeled as a BN. In this BN 

possible causes are defined as hypothesis nodes while symptoms as evidence 

nodes. Thanks to bayesian inference, the probability of each of the possible causes 

of a service failure can be estimated. Thus, the result of the diagnosis procedure is 

a set of the most probable causes of the failure together with their probability val-

ues. In MAGNETO, the initial structure and Conditional Probability Tables 

(CPTs) of the BN are modeled with the help of the network/service experts. 

Since MAGNETO deals with the management of services in the outer edge, the 

causes of problems may lie in different domains (such as the HAN, the ISP, etc.). 

For this reason, MAGNETO relies on a Multi-Agent System (MAS) [8] platform 

that facilitates distributing fault diagnosis functionality across domains. Besides, 

MAGNETO allows breaking down a BN in a set of smaller BNs that can be used 

by agents spread across the different network domains. For instance, some agents 

may be specialized in diagnosing HAN errors while others in diagnosing access 

network errors, and they may exchange their results to cooperatively reach a glob-

al diagnosis. The following types of agents have been defined: 

• Diagnosis Agents orchestrate the diagnostic process among a set of cooperating 

agents. This algorithm is an iterative process where new evidences are added to 

the BN as they become available and bayesian inference is repeatedly per-

formed until enough confidence for a given hypothesis is reached or no extra 
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information can be obtained. In the latter case, the diagnosis can be delegated 

to a different diagnosis agent for further inference. • Observation agents provide evidences which are obtained on request by per-

forming specific tests, such as alarm queries. Each observation agent is special-

ised in a certain type of tests and publishes its capabilities in a service direc-

tory. • Belief Agents provide the set of probability values of a given node being in 

each of its possible states. These agents have bayesian knowledge embedded 

and perform bayesian inference to obtain the beliefs of a certain node based on 

the evidence they may get from observation agents. By exchanging beliefs, 

these agents enable partitioning a BN to perform distributed diagnosis.  • A Knowledge Agent is in charge of conducting a self-learning process and dis-

tributing diagnosis knowledge to other agents.  

An important MAGNETO goal is to be able to automatically improve the 

quality of its diagnosis results. In order to do so, past diagnosis reports should be 

validated either automatically or manually. At the time of writing, only manual va-

lidation is supported since automatic validation requires feeding back to the fault 

diagnosis functionality the results of autonomic self healing actions performed as 

a consequence of a given diagnosis. Once MAGNETO has enough new validated 

reports, it triggers a parametric bayesian learning algorithm, called Expectation 

Maximization (EM) [9], to obtain more accurate CPTs. In order to perform self-

learning, MAGNETO periodically executes the following steps: 

1. Diagnosis agents send diagnosis operation reports to the knowledge agent. 

These reports contain the results of diagnostic operations and are stored in a 

knowledge repository. 

2. Diagnosis reports are validated to indicate whether the result was right or 

wrong. This validation can be either manual or automatic. 

3. A self-learning process is executed by the knowledge agent. This process ac-

cesses the knowledge repository and updates CPT values using the validated 

diagnosis results and the BN knowledge available at that point in time. It is 

important to note that a confidence value is used by the self-learning algo-

rithm to determine the weight of the existing BN parameters over new incom-

ing data.  

4. Once new CPT values are learnt, they are propagated to all diagnosis agents 

so they can update their inference knowledge accordingly. 

3. Conclusions and Future Work 

The MAGNETO prototype is being validated in a real testbed representing two in-

terconnected HANs and an ISP. Feedback from this validation, together with fur-
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ther research outputs, will be used to define the evolution of the prototype. Future 

work related to fault diagnosis will mainly focus on the following research topics: 

• Studying ways to automatically validate diagnosis results so human interven-

tion can be avoided, thus making the self-learning loop more efficient. • Using a different confidence value per each parameter in a BN to make the 

self-learning process more accurate. • Comparing different ways to combine self-learning with BN partitioning in 

terms of facility to cope with different domains, accuracy of results, simplicity 

of the validation process, etc. 
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